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Introduction

What educational outcomes we measure, and how we measure them, affects our understanding of the performance of our systems and the policy action that is taken for improvement. The vast majority of analysis and debate in the field of whole-system reform is centred on how to improve the means of educational change. Too often the ends of education – and their measurement – are assumed. Yet, those interested in improving school systems must answer an important question: how should judgements be made about the performance and progress of a school system over time? Or, to put it another way: how can we ensure that the education system is achieving its aims and purposes over time?

Increasingly, system leaders have accepted the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Programme of International Student Achievement (PISA) as the global yardstick for school system performance and progress over time. First initiated in the year 2000 (see OECD, 2000), PISA has gained an almost ‘taken-for-granted’ status in public and policy debates about education quality. PISA is a triennial international comparative study of student learning outcomes in reading, mathematics and science. With over 60 systems regularly participating in the survey, the release of the PISA international performance league table attracts substantial attention from both the media and policy makers, and at times has even triggered large-scale reform. PISA is increasingly accepted as a proxy for school system performance, and PISA high-performing countries are now regularly referred to in policy circles as simply high-performing school systems.
In this paper I focus on the policy impacts of PISA. I argue that PISA has become the gold-standard instrument for evaluating the performance of education systems globally. As a consequence, PISA has the capacity to shape and frame how national policy makers define and measure the end-goals of their education systems, judge system performance and enact policy reform. The end-goals of education systems, such as improved quality and equity, are multidimensional, ambiguous and often highly contested. I seek to draw attention to the fact that PISA indicators function to simplify and quantify complex educational phenomena and thereby set new standard definitions for how educational goals are understood, communicated and tracked, with important normative implications: what we choose to measure in education shapes what we collectively strive to achieve.

The paper proceeds in three sections. First, I provide an overview of the PISA survey, its inception, design and growth. In Section 2, I examine the impact of PISA on policy-making processes and highlight three emerging tensions that must be navigated. In Section 3, I explore three key implications for system leaders to ensure that PISA is appropriately positioned in efforts to evaluate and improve school systems. It is worth noting from the outset that this paper does not engage with the scholarly critiques of the reliability or validity of PISA as an assessment instrument. These are important debates, but lie outside the scope of this piece, which focuses on PISA's policy uses and effects.

Section One

What PISA measures: A global yardstick for learning

The emergence of PISA: Filling a gap in international indicators

The development of PISA at the OECD is best understood within its broader agenda of work, establishing frameworks and indicators for comparing education systems internationally during the late 1980s and early 1990s. In 1988 the governing body of the OECD Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) established the Indicators of National Education Systems (INES) project, which sought to develop and publish cross-national indicators on education (Bottani, 1996; Henry et al, 2001). The OECD’s annual Education at a Glance publication reported the comparative indicators across member countries. The majority of the comparative indicators represented system level inputs or processes, such as financial resources, access rates and school organisation data. Some output indicators could be generated, such as student progression rates, but these were not thought of as informative enough to indicate student achievement outcomes. The first editions of Education at a Glance (OECD, 1992; 1993) did include some student-learning outcome data, but these were drawn from already existing international assessments that were administered by International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) and later the Educational Testing Service (ETS), which had initiated the International Assessment of Educational Progress in 1988 (Bottani, 1996).

The idea of PISA stemmed from what its proponents claimed was a lack of quality and coverage of cross-national student achievement data generated by the IEA and the International Assessment of Educational Progress studies (Bottani, 1996). It became increasingly clear to both OECD Secretariat staff and country representatives on the OECD education committee, for example, that the data lacked quality, were not regularly collected and were...
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not available for all member countries (Martens and Wolfe, 2004; McGaw, 2008a; Jakobi and Martens, 2010). A strategy for a large-scale assessment was developed, which led eventually to the PISA framework. PISA would fill the perceived gap in the comparative indicator set by providing a measure of system outcomes in terms of student learning.

The first released report of PISA results, Knowledge and Skills for Life (OECD, 2001), outlined the project’s broad goals:

PISA aims at providing a new basis for policy dialogue and for collaboration in defining and operationalising educational goals – in innovative ways that reflect judgments about the skills that are relevant to adult life. It provides inputs for standard setting and evaluation; insights into the factors that contribute to the development of competencies and into how these factors operate in different countries, and it should lead to a better understanding of the causes and consequences of observed skill shortages. By supporting a shift in policy focus from educational inputs to learning outcomes, PISA can assist countries in seeking to bring about improvements in schooling and better preparation for young people as they enter an adult life of rapid change and deepening global interdependence.

(OECD, 2001, p 3, emphasis added)

PISA was a step change from the OECD’s previous educational indicator work, which mostly involved aggregating national data about educational inputs. In contrast, PISA aimed to evaluate the performance of systems and thus required the OECD-curated experts to make judgements regarding how to measure the end-goals of education systems and how to generate a process for collecting new data across systems. The decisions made by OECD-curated experts during this initial design and production of PISA, engaged with important ethical questions about what and who education is for, what counts as an educated person or society and what can and should be measured.

How PISA defines learning outcomes

The central objective of PISA is to provide cross-nationally comparable evidence of student performance on the skills that are judged to be important for adult life, in the context of globalisation and the emerging knowledge society (OECD, 2004; Schleicher, 2007). PISA is designed to assess the extent to which students have the capacity to use the knowledge and skills that they have learnt to meet real-life challenges (OECD 1999). PISA adopted a unique definition of literacy that focuses on the

students’ capacity to extrapolate from what they have learned and apply their knowledge in real-life settings, and their capacity to analyse, reason and communicate effectively as they pose, interpret and solve problems in a variety of situations.

(OECD, 2001, p 22)

This was a different approach from that taken by the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) studies – Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) and Trends in International Maths and Science Study (TIMSS) – which are designed to test the internationally common elements across the curricula of participating countries. The target population for PISA is 15-year-olds who are currently enrolled in school.

PISA specifically assesses student achievement in reading, mathematics and science literacies. For each survey, one of the three testing areas is selected as the major domain; the other two areas are the minor domains and have fewer items in the survey. In the first three-surveys in the PISA 2000–2006 cycle, reading was the major domain in 2000, mathematics in 2003 and science in 2006. The same pattern has been used for the second PISA cycle from
2009–2015. In 2009 reading was the major domain, in 2012 mathematics was the major domain, and in 2015 science is planned as the major domain. Each survey round also assesses additional cross-curriculum competencies beyond reading, mathematics and science (Turner and Adams, 2007). For example, problem solving was assessed in PISA 2003 and in PISA 2009 electronic literacy was assessed. Only a subset of countries selects to participate in these additional assessments.

The PISA survey instrument is conducted as a two-hour test. There is a diversity of test item types used in the PISA surveys that range from multiple-choice items to extended-response questions. Students also complete a 30-minute student background questionnaire, with questions that focus on the students’ personal socioeconomic backgrounds, learning outside school, and learning habits and attitudes. Background questionnaires are also filled out at the school level to provide information about the teaching and learning environment, including resourcing. The information is used to analyse the effects of these student-level and school-level variables on learning outcomes.

The growth and development of PISA

While PISA was initially developed to measure the performance of OECD education systems, an increasing number of non-OECD partner countries and economies take part. Overall, 43 countries took part in 2000, 41 in 2003, 57 in 2006, and over 60 in both 2009 and 2012. Countries range from the 34 highly industrialised OECD countries, the large emerging economies of Brazil, Russia and China, to a vast range of middle-income countries, such as Columbia, Indonesia and Kazakhstan.

Section Two

How PISA shapes policy: Three emerging tensions

As the media, policy makers and the public increasingly accept PISA as a robust and legitimate proxy for education system performance, then PISA has the potential to shape the way in which they judge system performance, define policy problems, set improvement targets and enact policy borrowing and reform. In short, PISA indicators become the lens through which we come to understand our systems.

This section outlines three emerging tensions for policy making, arising from the use and potential misuse of PISA indicators. These are

- the politics of reform;
- the definition of policy problems and targets; and
- the direction of policy learning.

The politics: Catalyst for sustainable reform OR rank-seeking policy action?

The highly publicised PISA evaluation of system performance can act as an external shock in the political economy of education reform. Andreas Schleicher, the head of PISA, highlighted the potential pressure that PISA can generate:

> In 1995, at the first meeting of the OECD ministers I attended, every country boasted of its own success and its own brilliant reforms. Now international comparisons make it clear who is failing. There is no place to hide.

(Quoted in The Economist, 2008)

The public pressure caused by media attention on PISA can also exacerbate the reform debate. Every three years, the release of the PISA league table prompts a global discussion about school reform in both international (for
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example The Economist, New York Times) and national media across many OECD and partner countries/economies, with such headlines as:

- ‘An international report card: Shanghai’s school students out-perform all others’ (The Economist, 2010);
- ‘A league table to worry us all: The decline of the UK’s PISA scores raises questions about the direction of educational policy’ (Mortimore, 2008, in The Guardian); and, in Germany,
- ‘Bad luck, the new educational disaster’ (Der Spiegel, 2002).

PISA system outcome indicators seem to be accorded a high level of credibility and thus policy influence, across countries. They are often used as evidence to argue that national performance requires improvement overall or in a specific domain area, serving to overcome the inertia of the political economy of reform. However, this external shock may be utilised to rush through ill-conceived reforms that will attempt to increase PISA rank or scores but have little chance of improving teaching and learning in a sustainable way.

In response to lower-than-expected results on the first two PISA surveys in 2001 and 2004, a few countries enacted large-scale policy changes. This phenomenon became known as ‘PISA Shock.’

Germany, Denmark and Japan have been the most often-cited examples of the policy impact of PISA. In Germany, the education policy debate was intense and changes in light of PISA 2000 were substantial. Ertl (2006), for example, has argued that the PISA-inspired debate over public education resulted in a range of significant reform measures, including the generation of national standards and the provision of further support for disadvantaged students, especially those from immigrant backgrounds (Ertl, 2006).

Whilst less publicised, Egelund (2008) has highlighted that a similar reaction to PISA 2000 occurred in Denmark. Takayama (2008) identifies Japan as a country that also experienced a ‘PISA shock’ in the national politics of education reform. Japan was a top performer in PISA 2000, yet PISA 2003 showed a decline in its performance, which resulted in a perceived ‘crisis’ that prompted significant public and political debate on education reform. In response, the Ministry for Education reversed a contentious yutori (low pressure) curriculum policy and enacted changes to national assessment practices (Takayama, 2008).

As a result of PISA’s prominence, and its perceived authority as an evaluation instrument, it seems that below-expectation results have the potential to enact an external shock in national policy agendas. Kingdon’s (1984) theory of policy agendas may help explain the role of PISA in these large-scale reform agendas. Kingdon proposed that an external shock could generate a ‘policy window’ for reform. This so-called window only opens up the potential for a reform agenda to be established. Yet, actual policy reform would only occur if and as national actors use the opportunity afforded by lower-than-expected PISA results to legitimise the need for large-scale reform.

The publication and focus by the media on average country PISA performance and relative rank on the league table is creating a policy environment that is not necessarily conducive to evidence-informed policy making. PISA has become a high-stake assessment for policy makers, and has the potential to trigger rank-seeking reforms, with potential negative effects on the quality of teaching and learning. Campbell’s law suggests that ‘the more any quantitative social indicator is used for social decision making, the more subject it will be to corruption pressures, and the more apt it will be to distort and corrupt the social processes it is intended to monitor’ (Campbell, 1976).

As PISAs ‘country report card’ is made public via the league table performance every three years, policy leaders are under growing pressure to sustain and improve PISA trend performance and rank. Whilst only a few countries across
the OECD have made measurable progress across domains, there are many that have registered substantial declines. This may result in increasing pressure in these systems to focus rapid reforms on improving PISA rank or score. Yet, this is unlikely to result in coherent and sustainable improvements in teaching and learning.

**Defining policy problems and targets: Creating clarity OR limiting the end-goals of education?**

**PISA defining policy problems**

The most important effect of PISA indicators is that they frame issues and define policy problems. Educational outcomes are often ambiguous and difficult to track over time. PISA indicators simplify and quantify the policy problems to be solved in national education systems, a process which involves simplifying complex educational outcomes into aggregated metrics that are easy to understand and use. PISA tracks trends over time, reporting every three years whether a system’s performance across reading, mathematics and science is improving, declining or staying stable both in objective terms and relative to other countries. By doing this, PISA is shaping and framing how policy makers understand the performance of their system, and the areas that require focus.

PISA performance outcomes vary substantially across participating countries. The top five performing countries and economies in the PISA 2009 reading assessment were Shanghai–China (556 score points), Korea (539), Finland (536), Hong Kong–China (533) and Singapore (526). The lowest performing countries were Kyrgyzstan (314), Azerbaijan (362), Peru (370), Panama (371) and Qatar (372) (OECD, 2010). As a guide to what the scores mean, the OECD refers to 40 PISA points as equivalent to one year's worth of education.

Indicators define how we understand educational goals. Over time, the indicators become equated with the initial goals that they sought to measure. So, improving educational quality becomes synonymous with improving PISA scores. Or, decreasing the PISA inequity indicator score equates with improving system educational equity. Yet, in simplifying and quantifying complex phenomena and multifaceted constructs by equating an indicator with the original aim, many elements may be lost. For example, the OECD equity indicators of the variance between schools, or the variance in scores accounted for by student social economic background, defines the problem of educational equity to be solved. Making progress on educational equity comes to mean improving these PISA equity indicators. Yet, these indicators do not fully represent the complex social phenomenon of inequity or the broader theoretical construct of equity.

Overall, constant high-stakes comparison, along the same narrow indicators, has the potential to limit the national view of what matters educationally.

**PISA-based system improvement targets**

One consequence of this shift is that PISA is increasingly being used to evaluate reforms and set future performance benchmarks for improvement. My own research across PISA-participating countries has identified three common types of PISA-based targets across countries (Breakspear, 2012). These are

1. the relative rank of a country in international performance league tables (for example, to achieve in the top five countries). These types of targets are dependent on the relative performance of other countries.

2. specific national PISA scores, such as a numeric performance score that should be reached, often set as the OECD average of 500 PISA points; and

3. equity goals, including decreases in the percentage of students scoring at or below PISA proficiency Level 2 (the PISA baseline proficiency level) or a reduction in the variance between schools.
There are growing numbers of prominent examples of countries setting explicit rank-focused targets for PISA improvement. Australia has set the goal to be ranked in the top five countries in the PISA league tables by 2025. This new target may have been a response to Australia’s significant decline in PISA reading performance between PISA 2000 and PISA 2009. In January 2010 average-performing Denmark set a performance target of achieving in the top five in PISA. In PISA 2009, Denmark ranked 24th in reading. So too, the Minister for Education in Wales set a target for Wales to be in the top 20 leading nations for PISA 2015. In PISA 2009 Wales ranked 38th for reading, 40th for mathematics and 30th for science.

Stanley has questioned the utility of setting rank-based targets.

Setting national or local education targets based on rank position on international tests, rather than on specific standards achieved, flies in the face of modern assessment practice, which is standards-based. Rank position is inappropriate as a goal for improvement, as national rankings can be influenced by quite small differences in student cohort scores. Such differences may not, in themselves, represent meaningful learning and/or skill differences in standards attained, which should be the main focus. Despite these concerns, rank position appeals to those who see improving educational outcomes as a competitive sport between nations.

(Stanley, 2013, in his foreword to Masters, 2013, p iii)

Other countries have committed themselves to specific PISA score targets. For example, both Thailand and Brazil have set the PISA performance target of reaching the OECD average performance by 2021, which is always set by the OECD at 500 PISA points. Brazil also implemented a comprehensive national monitoring system where all schools and regions are rated on the Index of Development of Basic Education (IDEB). This Index was benchmarked to PISA in order to allow the government to track school-level progress regularly towards the 2021 PISA target. Finally, in Mexico, as part of an Education Sector Programme 2007–2012, a range of objectives and performance targets were set, including the goal of raising PISA performance for both mathematics and reading to 435 by 2012.

Finally, other systems have focused on PISA equity targets. For example, the EU included a PISA-based target for low achievers within its strategic framework for European cooperation on education and training (‘ET 2020’). The target states that by 2020 ‘the share of 15-year-olds with insufficient abilities in reading, mathematics and science should be less than 15%’ (Commission of the European Communities, 2011). This target is explicitly linked to PISA, with ‘insufficient abilities’ being defined as the share of pupils performing below PISA proficiency Level 2.

Overall, the embedding of PISA policy improvement targets indicates policy makers’ views that an education system’s direction of improvement should be judged by PISA evaluation. The emerging logic is that if a reform initiative is to be judged as successful in improving the quality of an education system then it must be evidenced, at least partly, by an improvement in PISA indicators.

Setting PISA targets may support reform efforts by clarifying clear and measurable targets for improvement and thereby mobilising system actors around shared goals. Alternatively, it is possible that such targets only increase the level to which PISA becomes a ‘high-stakes’ assessment for policy makers, leading to ‘rank-seeking’ policy actions that are not aligned with coherent and sustainable reform.
**Policy learning – New insights**

**OR reduced curiosity**

PISA measurement influences policy through directing education policy borrowing and learning. There is a long history of education policy borrowing and lending between countries (Phillips and Ochs, 2004). For example, during the 20th century there was substantial mutual interest and analysis of the education systems of the USA, Japan, Germany and England. Acting as an educational Rosetta Stone, PISA has catalysed a new global dialogue regarding the design and outcomes of different education systems. Having a common yardstick of quality has encouraged policy discussion between countries that are culturally and linguistically distinct, and thereby enabled new learning.

The identification of high-performing education systems through PISA is shifting the direction of education borrowing. The construction of PISA indicators and the subsequent rating and ranking of countries against common scales leads to new classifications of education systems. PISA classifies systems as high, average or low-performing education systems. Over successive survey rounds, the OECD has identified consistent high PISA performers – Finland, Canada, Japan, and Korea. These countries act as new reference societies and the target of policy borrowing. Schleicher states the following.

> Results from PISA show that strong educational performance, and indeed significant improvement over short periods of time, is possible. Whether in Asia (eg, Japan and Korea), in Europe (eg, Finland) or in North America (Canada), many countries display strong overall learning outcomes; equally important, they show that poor performance in school does not automatically follow from a disadvantaged socio-economic background.

Furthermore, some countries show that educational success can become consistent and predictable, with very little variation in performance across schools. These countries set the goals to which others can aspire.

(Schleicher, 2009, p 251)

The classification of education systems by PISA has implications for both normative pressure to reform and policy-borrowing behaviour. Average and low-performing systems are regarded as countries where reform efforts must occur in order to improve performance. These systems become the recipients of policy lessons that should be learned from the consistently high performers, or the successful PISA improvers. For example, the top performance of Finland across the first 4 PISA surveys led to a greater interest in understanding the causes that underlie the success of the Finnish education system and the potential application of these practices for system improvement elsewhere (Sahlberg, 2011; Takayama, 2010). Since PISA 2009, Shanghai has attracted increasing attention as a source of potential policy borrowing (Tucker, 2011).

There is a need for caution in two areas. First, the need for system leaders to utilise PISA to engage in policy learning rather than direct copying. There has been a growing misguided tendency for some policy makers to ‘cherry-pick’ individual policies from high-performing PISA countries with little regard for cultural context or overall policy coherence. Secondly, PISA may have initially stimulated interest in education systems previously overlooked, such as Finland, but it may now also begin to limit the scope of sources of learning and inspiration. PISA is generating a standardised list of countries that are categorised as appropriate policy learning targets. It is worth considering, in the age of PISA, could a policy leader announce that their system was seeking to learn from another country that was rated as a lower PISA performer?
Section Three

Implications for system reform: Putting PISA in its place

In the previous section I have outlined how PISA has the capacity to shape how national policy actors think about the role of education systems in the 21st century. In this section, I outline three key strategies to avoid PISA misleading policy. I argue that PISA should be positioned as a resource for policy-making rather than a high-stakes public evaluation with the potential to cause unintended consequences in reform processes. There are actions for both policy leaders and the OECD itself in order to ensure PISA plays a positive role in coherent and sustainable evidence-informed reform processes.

Implication 1: Clarify educational goals and purposes

The end-goals of education

The potential problem of PISA’s prominence as a proxy for overall school system effectiveness is that its narrow indicators can become equated with the education system end-goals themselves. PISA may produce useful metrics of the performance of 15-year-olds on a particular conceptualisation of reading, mathematics and science skills, but it cannot represent the broader goals and purposes of school systems. Simply seeking to improve PISA scores is an anaemic vision for the education of young people. Narrow indicators should not be equated with the end-goals of education.

The discussion of educational end-goals involves ethical deliberation about what matters in education and what an educated person should be. It is important for education systems to consider and state clearly what they value educationally. We must engage in an ethical discussion – what Pring describes as a ‘deliberation about what is worthwhile in the development of persons’ (2012, p 29). These are questions that must be debated in the public sphere through democratic engagement, not merely technocratic expert decision making. Democracies must ask: Does PISA effectively represent and measure what we want for all of our young people?

Many systems around the world are beginning to make public commitments regarding the educational attainment goals desired for all of their students. In Australia the Melbourne declaration states the goal that all young people become: successful learners, confident and creative individuals, and active and informed citizens (MCEETYA, 2008). Alberta, Canada provides a similar example. Under the Inspiring Education reform, a province-wide consultation was conducted in order to determine the capabilities young Albertans should have by 2030. As a province, Alberta has determined that all students will be given the learning experiences to enable them to become engaged thinkers and ethical citizens, with an entrepreneurial spirit. Both these examples are compelling statements about the end-goals of education that extend far beyond the narrow range of competencies that PISA can assess.

The purposes of education

It is also important for system leaders to consider the broader purposes of education and the appropriateness of using PISA to guide policy. All indicators are developed on the basis of particular theoretical models and assumptions. These foundational ideas are often not made explicit in the indicator. Poovey (1998) has argued that a distinctive feature of modernity is the use of numerical information to frame and represent the world in ways that appear to be objective and values-free, but that these representations actually obscure the theoretical assumptions and ideas. PISA is steeped in the ideas of human capital.
theories of economic growth, and the changing skills needed for national and individual competitiveness. In the mid-1990s the OECD adopted, and to some extent conceptually developed, an economic and human capital lens on the purposes of education, and the concept of lifelong learning. Meanwhile, alternative theoretical approaches were also being espoused by other global education organisations that emphasised a rights-based rather than human capital approach to education. For example, the OECD economic conceptualisation of the role of education and its view of lifelong learning differed significantly from the humanist view advocated by UNESCO, which emphasised learning for social and democratic engagement and participation (Delors, 1996). The UNESCO Learning the Treasure Within report (Delors, 1996) highlighted the purposes of learning as learning to know, learning to do, learning to live together and learning to be (Delors, 1996).

It is important to recognise that within PISA indicators, certain education purposes are absent, substantially diminished or reframed around economic ends. For example, the role of education in national cultural and civic socialisation is ignored in PISA indicators. Furthermore, educational inclusion and equity, which have deep conceptual roots within the rights-based discourses of education, have been reframed within a human capital perspective, focusing on ensuring all future workers maximise productive output by having their skills fully optimised. Additionally, investment in education is argued for on the basis that a future low-skill adult will be an economic liability. This is not to say that PISA does not have relevance. It is important, however, for system leaders to consider the level of alignment between the theoretical underpinning of PISA and their own values and assumptions about the purposes of education and the identity of learners. An over-reliance on PISA may lead to decisions being made from a human capital approach to education.

Implication 2: Seek broad metrics beyond PISA

The second key implication for system leaders is that they should seek a broad range of metrics beyond PISA. PISA indicators are simply too narrow to represent the broader range of goals that school system are tasked with developing across economic, social, civic and human development domains. PISA indicators only measure a narrow range of cognitive skills against a particular conceptualisation of learning outcomes. It also only measures a narrow conceptualisation of reading, mathematics and science, due to testing time limitations. The end result is that PISA is a very narrow measure on which to judge the overall performance of an education system, and provides insufficient information for designing improvement strategies.

Education systems are complex and multidimensional. No reform should be enacted or evaluated based on a single assessment measure. Furthermore, mismeasuring our education systems could lead to misguiding policy making. If PISA becomes the sole metric of focus then policy may be shifted to optimise PISA scores, with detrimental trade-off effects on other important education goals that are not measured.

There is a need for system leaders to move beyond PISA in order to generate a more appropriate set of metrics from which to understand and govern education. First, we must move away from having one gold standard measure – PISA – and rather harness insights from a broader range of currently available data through IEA studies of mathematics, reading and citizenship, along with rich national data. Secondly, there must be an investment in the research and development necessary to generate new indicators across
the broader range of educational goals that a system commits to develop in its children and youth. The PISA 2015 collaborative problem-solving assessment is an important attempt to broaden the testing focus of PISA to include the important area of non-cognitive skills. Yet, this is only the beginning. We must develop the system capacities to measure what matters in educational progress, especially in the intrapersonal skills of resilience, grit and learning agility. Thirdly, we should place renewed emphasis on indicators of student wellbeing, health and engagement. Finally, there should be an acknowledgement that some important aspects of education will remain elusive to empirical measurement, yet must still be emphasised and valued.

Pursue deeper policy analysis
PISA should not be used as a definitive judgement of education system performance. Rather, PISA evaluation should be the starting point for a diagnostic approach to understanding an education system, whereby multiple sources of data are used to develop a more complete picture of the system. Large-scale system assessments should be coupled with detailed qualitative work that explores what is really happening at the level of teaching and learning. It is of course possible that strong outcomes indicators may not always represent high-quality teaching and learning. So too, high-quality teaching may not always show strong outcomes in areas facing local complexities or disadvantage.

PISA has an explicit policy orientation in its design. Beyond measuring and monitoring outcomes, PISA was also intended to provide policy insights into the factors that may account for differential performance within and between countries and thus serve in more effective policy making. Here the OECD should be explicit about the limits of PISA – as a narrow metric devoid of cultural or contextual insights – as a tool for policy action. Policy leaders need to be mindful and aware that measurements, even from authoritative organisations like the OECD, have their limits.

Too often policy makers fail to differentiate between correlation and causation in the policy findings generated from PISA analysis. Furthermore, there is still a tendency to assume policies generated in one context will be successful in another. There is a need to educate explicitly the users of PISA indicators – both policy makers and the media – in order to ensure PISA data is not used for purposes beyond the scope of what the survey can validly claim.

As an alternative to over-relying on the policy analysis generated from the PISA survey alone, there is a huge opportunity to harness insights from the rich country-specific policy work conducted within other divisions of the OECD Directorate of Education and Skills, such as the comprehensive review of assessment and evaluation policies across more than 20 countries (OECD, 2014). Furthermore, the work of OECD CERI describing rich case studies of innovative learning environments across OECD countries provides powerful insights into new forms of learning design with substantial potential to improve student outcomes (OECD, 2013).

Conclusion: Preferable PISA futures
PISA has sparked unparalleled global discussion between educational researchers, policy makers and practitioners. Yet, the growing dominance of PISA as the key proxy for determining system performance and the high-stakes consequences for policy leaders, have potential negative consequences on policy-making processes. Throughout this paper I have argued that how we choose to measure educational system progress will define and shape what policy-makers and the public come to understand to be educationally valuable.
It is time to put PISA in its place. I am not arguing that PISA should be ignored, nor that PISA should be dismantled. The problem lies in how PISA has come to play such a defining role in determining educational performance and progress. If the educational narrative is dominated by the performance of 15-year-olds in PISA, other important educational goals such as social and emotional development, interpersonal and intrapersonal skills, civics, health and wellbeing, will be held at the margins of the debate. In the end, systems will focus on optimising what they measure.

Looking beyond PISA 2015, there is a substantial opportunity for the OECD to take the lead in navigating the emerging tensions. Two futures are possible. In one future, PISA triggers a global convergence around narrow educational ends, standardising national approaches to curriculum and assessment, and heightening the pressure on policy makers through a highly publicised three-yearly league table. Yet, an alternative future for PISA is possible. Here the OECD would leverage the strong brand of PISA to lead national governments into a rich discussion about the broad capabilities that matter for learners in the 21st century and the forms of assessment that might provide insight into the success of education systems in developing them. In this future, the OECD would educate policy makers on the limits of indicators, would encourage research that delves into country context and culture in order to understand differential system performance, and would seek to decrease the stakes on policy makers in order to accelerate learning. In this future, PISA would serve to highlight the multidimensionality of school systems and support the implementation of coherent and sustainable reform that can impact positively upon the educational and life outcomes of young people and the societies to which they will contribute.
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2. PIRLS is an international comparative study, conducted every five years, that assesses 4th-grade reading literacy (primary school). TIMSS assesses the mathematics and science achievement of 4th-grade and 8th-grade students (primary and lower-secondary school). The TIMMS survey has been conducted every four years since its first administration in 1995.

3. education.alberta.ca/media/6581166/framework.pdf.
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